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Referee #1 (Remarks to the Author): 

 

The authors undertake a rather involved multi-part process to first develop a Svalbard-wide record 

of glacier mass change comparing 1936/1938 to 2008-2012 (based on historical photographs and 

void-filling from a Gaussian process regression), to compare these changes with climatic metrics 

(mean annual and summer air temperature, solid and total precipitation, and 20th century 

warming trend – from climate model and reconstruction using linear regression for overlapping 

observation periods) and determine a glacier climate sensitivity (m/yr per deg C), which is then 

leveraged in projecting 2010-2100 Svalbard-wide mass change rates based on multiple emission 

scenarios. 

 

General Comments 

 

I commend the authors overall on working towards projection methods that leverage past 

observations. Also, their care in considering some of the additional factors/unknowns, such as 

density assumptions, isostatic rebound, and accounting for/propagating a range of uncertainties. 

Yet, the over method still incorporates many simplifying steps that left me uncertain of the benefit 

over existing methods for future projections. 

The figures are extensive, but occasionally cumbersome to interpret, requiring careful reading of 

detailed and sometimes lengthy caption information. In some cases, notes in captions begged for 

additional discussion comments. 

 

I was surprised that the paper does reference the literature for motivating the new method used 

here (discussing the mixed results for determining 20th century change), but does not compare 

the results for projecting future 21st century change to projections from other 

publications/methods. This comparison is necessary and important, and I view this oversight as a 

major flaw in the paper. When I took a *cursory* look at Svalbard projections, I found results 

suggesting ~2010-2100 contributions of ~12.4 mm SLR under RCP4.5 and ~14-16.4 mm under 

RCP8.5. These equate to notably higher ice loss rates than projected in this paper. 

 

Results displayed in Fig. 3f and g, as well as Extended Data Fig. 3f and g, made me scratch my 

head regarding how well these methods capture and are able to describe the transition in mass 

balance loss rates that occurs as glaciers transition out of low mean temperature regimes, which 

appear to provide something of a plateau value for dh/dt, and into higher mean temperature 

regimes, which appear to more reasonably align with a linear approximation of dh/dt response to 

mean summer temperature. In part, do the methods in the paper fail to properly acknowledge that 

there’s a temperature threshold below which temperature changes will have little influence on 

mass balance and above which they will have a significant influence? 

 

The authors make important points about the limits of the methods/conclusions in 138-142. The 

first notes – that the method doesn’t provide individual glacier results – are a strong motivation for 



 

 

 

why a comparison of future projections with other methods is especially necessary. For the latter, 

the authors seem to suggest that the strong results noted later in the paragraph are enough to set 

these concerns aside. The paper could benefit from deeper comment on what is lost/gained by not 

including these as the authors attempt to push past their calibration limits. 

 

A point of conversation (I do not expect discussion of this in the paper): As glaciers shrink, there is 

ample evidence from other locations that some of the processes not accounted for in the methods 

here (e.g., mass accumulation from avalanching) can become critical in sustaining glacial mass. It 

may be that in ignoring these, this method provides a similar all-Svalbard ice loss estimate but 

would run into difficulty in supporting further application towards projecting regional presence of 

glaciers. Something for intellectual mulling. 

 

Specific Comments (by line number) 

 

Title. Doubling as compared to what? This title is attention grabbing but not self-explanatory. 

11. I found ‘temporal’ to be consuming here, as that is explained by ‘over the next century’. 

‘Temperature’ or ‘climate’ may be an appropriate substitution. 

23-24. suggest “an additional 0.6” 

83. Remove ‘in order’ here and in all other instances 

87. I was expecting to be able to find somewhere in the extensive extended/supporting 

information a map that indicated which areas were captured in the structure-from-motion method 

and which were interpolated using this Gaussian process regression. Please add information about 

the geographic extents covered by the 2 methods. 

95. The authors earlier mention some of the challenges of comparing small changes in mass 

balance with small temperature changes. Does the same issue crop up given that ice caps in NE 

Svalbard remained close to balance over the ~70 year observation interval? This relates to my 

General Comment re: whether this method captures the change in glaciers that experience low 

mean temperatures. 

106. I do not understand the motivation for using 20th century warming trend as a comparative 

metric. 

Fig. 2. It is not clear to me how the authors deal with creating a record of dh/dt for East 

Austfonna, where there are no historical photographs. 

111. It is not simply ‘rising temperatures’, but rather rising temperature past some threshold (see 

General Comments). 

121. Please include the comparative values from the referenced publications. 

Fig. 4. I didn’t find a discussion of the mismatch in dh/dt peaks for Fig. 4a. This is of interest. 

Fig. 4. The title for b-d is confusing. The title suggest that the maps should show glacier change, 

but in fact the maps show future mean summer temperature. Suggest removing title. Also note 

that the colorbar is labeled with Ts, even though this variable is not defined until the extended 

data section. 

172. Revise to emphasize that this is a collective estimate. This sentence gives the impression that 

there are results for each individual glacier. 

294. ‘recovery’ suggests that the authors somehow retrieve the actual surface. Suggest 

‘interpolation’ as an alternative. 

376. How reasonable is the assumption that melting occurs only in summer? This seems especially 

problematic when shifting into projection mode, as the melt seasons will lengthen in conjunction 

with rising summer mean temperatures. 

Extended Data Fig. 2. The title for panel d is misleading about what the map shows – suggest 

revision or deletion. 

Extended Data Fig. 2. I find it somewhat surprising that the long-term rates from this paper would 

align with Aster DEM estimates over a more recent time period of known substantial loss. It is not 

a surprise that the long-term rates would be less than the CryoSat-2 estimate. This suggests it 

would be useful to have incorporate a discussion about how these numbers are expected to 

compare rather than just notes on comparison. 

Extended Data Fig. 3. Given that a surge is accounting for ~25% of 2000-2019 Svalbard ice loss, 



 

 

 

it seems that ignoring solid ice flux could be problematic. This note is buried in a caption, but 

made me feel that further comment on surging glaciers and how they do/don’t fit within this 

analysis is warranted. 

Extended Data Fig. 3. How many glaciers fall into the 10th to 90th percentiles for the various 

variables? 

Extended Data Fig. 4. In panel b description, include the number of glaciers that fit within the 

percentile range. 

Extended Data Fig. 5. Move legend in (a) so as not to obscure the plot. 

Figure S8. Add indicator for airport location. And for this analysis, how do you determine the 

glacier-specific temperature? (e.g., sample central pixel values, mean across full glacier area as 

extracted from 1-km NORA10 dataset, etc) 

 

 

Referee #2 (Remarks to the Author): 

 

This manuscript presents a reconstruction of the 3D geometry of 1618 glaciers across Svalbard 

from historical aerial images. This 3D geometry is compared with a modern DEM to derive the 

spatial pattern of mass balance. The dependence of melt rates with temperature is established 

from that pattern. Finally, a space-for-time-substitution technique is applied to make predictions of 

21st century mass loss. 

This method is widely applied in ecology, but as far as I know it is the first time that it is applied to 

predict the behaviour of glaciers. 

Therefore, this study provides new useful predictions of mass loss in Svalbard and besides a novel 

methodology to make such predictions. 

Overall, It is a fairly good job, however, the manuscript has some minor issues that I think should 

be addressed prior to publication. 

 

My main concern is about the method to calculate the mean absolute error of the final 

reconstructed 1936/1938 surface. This method is based on split the data in two subsets, using one 

of them to train the model and the other to estimate the error. This type of methodology usually 

underestimate the error and makes the error strongly dependent of the choice of the subsets. 

At least you could repeat that methodology with different subsets to avoid the error dependence of 

the subset choice. Or you could go to a more sophisticated method, based on expressing the error 

at each point of the surface as a function of the distance to the nearest data point (e.g. Farinotti 

and others, 2014, Lapazaran and others, 2016) 

 

The Extended Data Fig. 4 is difficult to understand. There is a lot of information at the caption, but 

it doesn’t help very much. For example, what is the meaning of the gray band? On the other hand, 

The color scheme used in that figure are difficult to distinguish, specially for those with some 

color-blindness. 

 

 

Farinotti D, King E, Albrecht A, Huss M and Gudmundsson GH (2014) The bedrock topography of 

Starbuck Glacier, Antarctic Peninsula, as determined by radio-echo soundings and flow modeling. 

Ann. 

Glaciol., 55(67), 22–28 (doi: 10.3189/2014AoG67A025) 

 

Lapazaran JJ, Otero J, Martín-Español A and Navarro FJ (2016) On the errors involved in ice-

thickness estimates II: Errors in digital elevation models of ice thickness. Journal of Glaciology 

62(236), 1021–1029. doi:10.1017/jog.2016.94 

 

 

Referee #3 (Remarks to the Author): 

 

C. Data & methodology: validity of approach, quality of data, quality of presentation” for the 



 

 

 

processing of the historical aerial photos. 

 

The manuscript “A seven-decade record of glacier change on Svalbard predicts doubling of 21st 

century mass loss” utilizes 5,507 high-oblique aerial photos from two 1930s aerial mapping 

campaigns in Svalbard to create a seven-decade record of glacier change. I will review how this 

record of glacier change is created with special emphasis on the creation of the 1930’s DEM data 

and if they are reliable. 

 

As applied here with a co-registration for each glacier basin to correct for “regional DEM warping” 

(lines 295-307) the 1930’s DEM data are suitable for the scientific analysis presented in the 

manuscript. 

 

However, the overall DEM documentation is insufficient. There are two considerations here: 

 

1) The workflow/protocol used here should be presented in greater detail and strengths and 

limitations should be discussed. The aim is to make sure subsequent researchers using the 

methods/workflow will do that with care and that proper protocol is established and observed. 

 

2) The 1930’s DEM is published as (part of) a data set. As this data set is not corrected for 

regional warping (model deformation) of the model, and I do not think that assigning a 5 m error 

to the entire DEM is sufficient for this and other reasons. The end user will have little idea if the 

general performance of the DEM is relevant to a specific area, as the model is allowed to deform 

rather freely while pushing error into the sensor (camera) model and other unconstrained parts of 

the model. I recommend testing against a reference data set to give the end user a much better 

appreciation of the quality of the DEM and what it can be sued for. 

 

Going into detail of 1) here are some specific points needing clarification: 

 

a) We should know more about the condition of the photos. I suppose it is nitrate films which have 

specific storage requirements so as not to crystallize? Are they in good overall condition? What is 

the material? Distortion and shrinking is a significant error source, yet I can find no mention of this 

and how this is dealt with. 

 

b) Is the radiometric enhancement necessary? I assume it will help locating ground control points 

manually, but the SfM should be indifferent to this. Could you clarify your rationale behind this? 

 

c) Metadata on camera. You state that you know the manufacture of the camera (Zeiss) but what 

model? I realize from reading the manuscript and supporting information that you do not have any 

other camera information than the focal length. If you are missing some of the information please 

state so outright. Are fiducials part of the camera cone or are they part of the film cassette. Have 

different cassettes been used? Different lens cones (cameras))? It may or may not be important. 

 

d) “Standardized internal geometry.” Since you are lacking key metadata on the camera you have 

had to reconstruct suitable replacement information. One such is the “standardized internal 

geometry”. There are many ways to do this. How exactly was it done here? Specifically: how did 

you find the standardized camera coordinates for each fiducial? 

 

e) You use a projective transformation to register each image to the “standardized internal 

geometry”. In a strict, analytical sense you can do this with four fiducials, however this is not true 

to the material, which can have undergone shrinking and distortion. For example a local distortion 

around one fiducial will see the projective transformation introduce error to the entire photo which 

you did not have before and have no control! Why not just use a similarity transformation (only 

translates, rotate, scale)? 

 

f) Distortion curve and self-calibration. You have no data on this instead you allow the camera to 



 

 

 

self-calibrate which can be problematic but is the only path available so it has to be accepted. A 

discussion of this is required so it does not become generally accepted that historical photos can 

be ingested into Agisoft Metashape and out comes a perfect product with no limitations. 

A successful and robust self-calibration of a camera is hugely dependent on the network geometry 

which is why e.g. drone operators recommend that camera are pre-calibrated rather than self-

calibrated on “field” photos. See example: https://www.photometrix.com.au/wp-

content/uploads/2019/05/Near-Ground-Camera-Calibration-Procedure-for-UAV-Imagery.pdf 

 

Because the solution is not necessarily robust if you self-calibrate using the survey flight photos a 

posteriori. However, that is the situation here and the problem of network geometry of the 1930’s 

obliques is similar to what is encountered when working with drone photage. While the 

fundamentals of photogrammetry remain, the SfM technology is a tool that makes it much easier 

to get a photogrammetric model up and running, but the requirements for a robust bundle 

adjustment with self-calibration of a camera are the same as they have always been. I will use the 

following drone/UAV centered presentation for examples: https://www.isprs.org/tc2-

symposium2018/images/ISPRS-Invited-Fraser.pdf 

 

Consider e.g. slide 5 or slide 9, how many of these required attributes are there in the 1930’s 

photogrammetric model? Not that many, really. The actual 1930’s flight/photo acquisition strategy 

was based on the fact that the camera parameters are a known quantity. On the other hand, you 

are averaging 10 manually placed GCP’s per photo so object space has reasonable control and this 

will help constraining the model. 

 

As mentioned, the sensor model can absorb a lot of error when self-calibrating. Specifically, in 

Agisoft Metashape there are several choices of camera optimizations (self-calibration of camera 

parameters) available when optimizing the camera alignment. So how did you do this? Which 

parameters did you fit and which did you keep fixed? These parameters are available: f, k1, k2, 

k3, k4, cx, cy, p1, p1, b1, b2. The potential for “overfitting” is present and not all can be 

reconstructed with the available material. Did you use the “adaptive camera model fitting” feature 

(which is very, very flexible)? There is no information on this in the manuscript. 

 

While the above list has many points that need clarification, in summary I think the answers to the 

question if the 1930’s DEM is suitable/operational are: Are the steps taken in the processing of the 

photos meaningful? Do you get a meaningful distortion curve as a result? How does it compare to 

a generic curve for this lens type? Does the DEM stand up to a check using external reference data 

(requirement less important when 3D co-registering using the Nuth (2011) method for individual 

basins)? 

 

With so many unknowns to be accounted for in the adjustment - and not even all listed, model 

deformation should be expected. 

 

With the concerns in 1) addressed, I would suggest the solution for 2) is a test of the Svalbard-

wide DEM against reference data. It could be the ~2010 NPi DEM, or against ICESat-2 data. 

Icepyx has some readily adaptable code for testing DEM versus ICESAT-2 in section 3: 

https://github.com/icesat2py/icepyx/blob/main/examples/ICESat-

2_DEM_comparison_Colombia_working.ipynb 

 

 

 

 



Referee 121

The authors undertake a rather involved multi-part process to first develop a Svalbard-wide record of glacier22

mass change comparing 1936/1938 to 2008-2012 (based on historical photographs and void-filling from a23

Gaussian process regression), to compare these changes with climatic metrics (mean annual and summer24

air temperature, solid and total precipitation, and 20th century warming trend—from climate model and25

reconstruction using linear regression for overlapping observation periods) and determine a glacier climate26

sensitivity (m/yr per deg C), which is then leveraged in projecting 2010-2100 Svalbard-wide mass change27

rates based on multiple emission scenarios.28

General Comments29

I commend the authors overall on working towards projection methods that leverage past observations. Also,30

their care in considering some of the additional factors/unknowns, such as density assumptions, isostatic31

rebound, and accounting for/propagating a range of uncertainties. Yet, the over method still incorporates32

many simplifying steps that left me uncertain of the benefit over existing methods for future projections.33

The figures are extensive, but occasionally cumbersome to interpret, requiring careful reading of detailed and34

sometimes lengthy caption information. In some cases, notes in captions begged for additional discussion35

comments.36

In our reading of Referee 1’s comments (both the summary review and the specific feedback below), we37

identified two main themes representing necessary areas for improvement in our paper:38

1. We need to more directly compare our estimates of future ice loss to other projections in the literature.39

2. We need to better explain and explore threshold behavior in the sensitivity of glaciers to temperature40

rise. For example, in what circumstances will the relationship between temperature and ice loss con-41

tinue to be approximately linear, and what are the primary mechanisms that cause tipping points,42

where glacier sensitivity to warming diverges from the linear relationship observed in our historical43

observations.44

In the following paragraphs, we elaborate on how we have addressed both of these areas for improvement.45

I was surprised that the paper does reference the literature for motivating the new method used here (dis-46

cussing the mixed results for determining 20th century change), but does not compare the results for pro-47

jecting future 21st century change to projections from other publications/methods. This comparison is48

necessary and important, and I view this oversight as a major flaw in the paper. When I took a cursory49

look at Svalbard projections, I found results suggesting ∼2010-2100 contributions of ∼12.4 mm SLR under50

RCP4.5 and ∼14-16.4 mm under RCP8.5. These equate to notably higher ice loss rates than projected in51

this paper.52

We added a new figure (Extended Data Fig. 1), which compares our 2100 mass balance estimates to other53

projections in the literature. The figure is reproduced as Figure 1 in this letter.54

We note that the total ice volume of Svalbard is estimated to be ∼6,199 km3 (Fürst et al., 2018), which is55

equivalent to ∼15 mm of sea level rise. The predictions mentioned in referee 1’s comment (12.4 mm and56

14-16.4 mm; Radić & Hock, 2011; Radić et al., 2014) therefore are improbable or impossible, since they57

approach or even exceed Svalbard’s total ice inventory.58

The unrealistic projections in Figure 1 both (1) highlight the limitations of existing mass balance models in59

the literature, and (2) motivate the need for both new methods and better local and regional observations60

that serve to calibrate and validate the models. We believe that our study makes steps to address both of61

these limitations. First, our space-for-time substitution represents a new approach for generating data-driven62

mass balance predictions. Most other data-driven predictions are based on extrapolating historical trends,63

a procedure that is almost guaranteed not to incorporate important feedbacks (see our discussion on lines64

48-62 of the Main text). Our space-for-time substitution is unique in that it takes advantage of the enormous65

diversity in glacier behavior across space to develop more statistically robust relationships between glacier66

melt and the controlling variables such as summer temperature and winter precipitation. Second, our ≥70-67

year, spatially explicit (5 m resolution) Svalbard dataset is the longest, most spatially-resolved, and most68

regionally extensive record of ice volume change in the world, and provides important constraints on the69

long-term mass balance behavior of Arctic glaciers.70
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Figure 1: Svalbard’s estimated contribution to sea level rise: past and future. The x-axis represents the total

ice loss, expressed in terms of mm of global sea level equivalent (SLE). The SLE is normalized to a 100-yr period to facilitate

comparison between historical observations of varying length and projections for the 21st century. For the historical models that

only simulate climatic mass balance, we added a calving flux of -6.75±1.7 Gt yr−1 (B laszczyk et al., 2009) to estimate the total

mass balance and facilitate comparison with the geodetic and gravimetric observations. The 21st century projections for this

study are broken into 3 groups: (1) those based on the 1936-2010 mass balance observations using mean summer temperature

as the explanatory variable for ice loss (†), (Main text, Figs. 3-4), (2) those based on the 2000-2019 satellite era observations

(Hugonnet et al., 2021) using mean summer temperature (∗) (Extended Data Fig. 10), and (3) those based on the 1936-2010

observations using positive degree days (‡) (Figure 5). All three methods produce similar estimates for 21st century ice loss. The

predictions begin to diverge under the most extreme warming scenario (RCP8.5), with the space-for-time substitution based

on the positive degree day (PDD) approach producing the highest estimates of sea level rise. As illustrated in Figure 5k, the

number of PDDs is a non-linear function of mean summer temperature. However, for the first 2-3 ◦C of warming, the PDD and

summer temperature curves remain good linear approximations of each other. Thus, the space-for-time substitution produces

similar estimates for modest 21st century warming scenarios using either PDD or mean summer temperature. However, for

more extreme warming scenarios, we expect the PDD approach to generate more accurate predictions since it better accounts

for the positive feedback of melt season durations increasing as summers become warmer. Note that the total ice volume of

Svalbard is estimated to be ∼6,199 km3 (Fürst et al., 2018) which is equivalent to 15 mm of sea level rise. Thus, the 21st

century predictions exceeding 15 mm of SLE are not feasible. Our predictions, which fall on the lower end of estimates in the

literature, suggest that Svalbard will experience rates of ice loss ≥2× the 1936-2010 rates and will lose roughly 50% of its ice

volume by 2100.
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Results displayed in Fig. 3f and g, as well as Extended Data Fig. 3f and g, made me scratch my head71

regarding how well these methods capture and are able to describe the transition in mass balance loss rates72

that occurs as glaciers transition out of low mean temperature regimes, which appear to provide something73

of a plateau value for dh/dt, and into higher mean temperature regimes, which appear to more reasonably74

align with a linear approximation of dh/dt response to mean summer temperature. In part, do the methods75

in the paper fail to properly acknowledge that there’s a temperature threshold below which temperature76

changes will have little influence on mass balance and above which they will have a significant influence?77

This question—whether our data show evidence of any temperature thresholds at which a glacier’s response78

to warming will change—is essential for the proper interpretation of our historical data and the fidelity of our79

21st century projections. We feel strongly that the best way to identify, quantify, and understand threshold80

behavior in glacier mass balance is through observation. The space-for-time framework is a powerful data-81

driven tool because it allows us to use the glaciers that, due to geography, microclimate, etc., are more82

advanced in their retreat in order to better predict the temporal evolution of other glaciers that are only just83

beginning their retreat. In other words, in this paper, we introduce a way to collect data that bear directly84

on how glaciers respond to climate change. In our observations so far, the relationship between summer85

temperature and glacier thinning rates (∆h/∆t) is linear.86

We take four steps to address Referee 1’s question and explain why we do not see evidence of threshold87

behavior in our data:88

1. Visual and quantitative evidence for large gradients in the degree of 20th century glacial89

retreat across Svalbard. First, we establish that the 1,618 glaciers we study across Svalbard probe90

a wide range of mass balance behavior, from glaciers that are close to balance or even growing (van91

Pelt et al., 2019) to glaciers that have lost 100% of their accumulation area (i.e., the whole glacier is92

below the equilibrium line altitude, or ELA). Our point here is that we already observe (across93

spatial gradients in Svalbard) the wide range of glacier evolution and behavior that we94

expect to see over the next century.95

2. Regional comparison of the mean summer temperature (Ts) vs. ∆h/∆t behavior of Sval-96

bard glaciers. We show that the glaciers from each region of Svalbard—including those from the97

coldest and from the warmest parts of the archipelago—do not consistently plot far above or below the98

Svalbard-wide Ts vs. ∆h/∆t line (Figure 3). Across the wide spectrum of glacier behavior observed99

today (point 1), we see no evidence so far for ‘tipping points’ or thresholds at which our temperature-100

based mass balance model fails to hold.101

3. Theoretical justification for a linear relationship between Ts and ∆h/∆t. Next, we provide102

a simple theoretical basis for why we expect to see a linear relationship between summer temperature103

and glacier mass balance. We also discuss the seasonal sensitivity characteristic, which describes how a104

glacier’s sensitivity to temperature and precipitation change varies between different parts of the year105

(Oerlemans, 2001; Oerlemans et al., 2005), to explain why ∆h/∆t scales better with mean summer106

temperature and solid precipitation rather than mean annual temperature and total precipitation.107

4. Discussion of feedbacks that could alter the Ts vs. ∆h/∆t relationship. Finally, we explore108

a series of potential feedbacks and tipping points. We focus in particular on the feedback whereby109

rising temperatures change not only the intensity, but also the duration of the melt season, perhaps110

causing our Ts-based model to underestimate melt in extreme warming scenarios. We address this111

feedback by re-formulating the space-for-time model in terms of positive degree days (PDDs) rather112

than Ts. This PDD-based model produces nearly identical 21st century mass balance estimates as the113

Ts-based model under the more moderate warming scenarios (RCP2.6 and RCP4.5), but diverges for114

the extreme warming scenario (RCP8.5). We discuss the implications in the letter below, and in the115

Main text and Extended Data Fig. 9.116

We elaborate on each point below.117
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Region 1: NE Spitsbergen Region 2: Edgeøya

Figure 2: A visual comparison between glaciers in (a) NE Spitsbergen and (b) Edgeøya near the end of the

2020 melt season. Note that, in contrast to the glaciers in (a), the glaciers in (b) have little to no remaining winter snow, as

evinced by the darker, debris-rich ice exposed even on the glaciers’ upper reaches. In other words, 100% of the glacier surface

lies within the ablation zone. The Sentinel-2 imagery is from August 01, 2020, and the grid spacing is 5 km. (c-d) Glacier

extents in 1936 and 2010. The coordinates are in UTM zone 33N.

1. Visual and quantitative evidence for large gradients in the degree of 20th century glacial118

retreat across Svalbard.119

Figure 2 compares glaciers in NE Svalbard and SE Svalbard near the end of the 2020 melt season. While120

the glaciers in the colder NE Spitsbergen region (Figure 2a) are close to balance (i.e., ∆h/∆t is close to 0121

m yr−1), the glaciers in the warmer Edgeøya region are losing mass and retreating (Hugonnet et al., 2021;122

Morris et al., 2020; Moholdt et al., 2010). The difference in health between the NE and SE Svalbard glaciers123

can be seen visually in Figure 2. Notice that there is no remaining winter snow on the Edgeøya glaciers124

(Figure 2b). The ELA has risen above the elevation of even the highest reaches of the glaciers, and so the125

glaciers are invariably going to disappear. Meanwhile, some of the NE Svalbard glaciers are consistently126

gaining mass due to increased precipitation (Hugonnet et al., 2021; Morris et al., 2020; van Pelt et al., 2019;127

Moholdt et al., 2010).128
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Figure 2 illustrates how our Svalbard-wide dataset captures glacier behavior on a wide continuum. For ex-129

ample, the NE Spitsbergen glaciers show how, in the coldest parts of the archipelago, increased precipitation130

may offset rising temperatures and lead to an increase in mass balance (van Pelt et al., 2019). On the other131

hand, the small low-elevation glaciers in Edgeøya that no longer have a perennial accumulation zone (Figure132

2b) provide constraints on melt rates once glaciers shrink, retreat, thin, stagnate (e.g., freeze to their beds),133

become darker with debris, and eventually melt into disappearance.134

2. Regional comparison of the Ts vs. ∆h/∆t behavior of Svalbard glaciers.135

As Referee 1 notes, our simple space-for-time substitution in Main text, Fig. 4 hinges on the assumption136

that the relationship between mean summer temperature (Ts) and glacier melt rates (∆h/∆t) is roughly137

linear, and will continue to be so in the coming century. In our dataset of 1,618 glaciers, which probes a138

wide range of mass balance behavior from slightly positive to highly negative trends, we see no conclusive139

evidence for a non-linearity or ‘tipping point.’ For example, in Figure 3b, we cartoonize what a tipping140

point in our dataset might look like. Notice that we do not see the pivot from the linear relationship at high141

Ts in our real observational dataset (Main text, Fig. 3f-g). Even after the upcoming century of predicted142

sustained warming (Hanssen-Bauer et al., 2019), the glaciers on the lower end of the Ts spectrum will stay143

within our calibration limits (i.e., the Ts range in Main text, Fig. 3f-g) and we can expect them to follow the144

linear Ts vs. ∆h/∆t relationship in our dataset. As we discuss in the Main text, our greatest uncertainties145

lie in the predictions of the warmest glaciers in Svalbard. However, we are reassured by the fact that our146

dataset already captures glaciers that are committed to extinction (e.g., Figure 2b). At the phase in Figure147

2b, our simple melt model (see eqn. 1 below) should do a better job capturing mass balance trends, since148

glacier dynamics and calving fluxes become less and less important to ∆h/∆t.149
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Figure 3: Searching for evidence of threshold behavior in the Svalbard-wide 1936-2010 dataset. (a-b) If a strong

tipping point already had been reached, such that, at high Ts, glaciers diverged from the linear behavior in Main text, Fig. 3,

one might expect a Ts vs. ∆h/∆t relationship like that depicted in (b). However, (a) does not show strong support for the model

in (b). Next, we look for a regional signal in the Ts vs. ∆h/∆t relationship. We divide the Svalbard-wide dataset into the 8

regions shown in (d), each of which has a different average Ts (c) and ∆h/∆t. (e) For each region, we study the residual between

the Svalbard-wide linear Ts vs. ∆h/∆t fit (a) and the regional observations. The residuals in (e) are computed as predicted

minus observed, so negative values indicate that the observed mass balance is more negative than the predictions. Panels (a)

and (e) indicate that the glaciers like those in Figure 2b, which are committed to a path of pure melting (no accumulation),

appear to follow similar Ts vs. ∆h/∆t relationships as the healthier (close to balance) glaciers in Figure 2a.
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3. Theoretical justification for a linear relationship between Ts and ∆h/∆t.150

We can justify the approximately linear relationship between summer temperature and ice melt using a151

simple mass balance framework (Oerlemans, 2001):152

Fmelt =
∑
year

max
{

0;
ψ

Lm

}
(1)

where Fmelt is the total ice melt, Lm is the latent heat of melting and ψ is the energy available for melt153

(Oerlemans, 2001). Both thermal energy and radiation energy contribute to ψ:154

ψ = a1QE + a2T. (2)

where, QE is the extraterrestrial irradiance (i.e., the top of atmosphere solar irradiation) and T is the tem-155

perature (◦C) (Oerlemans, 2001). The most important assumption we must make in this simple theoretical156

model is that melting occurs during the summer months and not during the rest of the year. In that case,157

we can simplify the max argument in equation 1 and arrive at the equation:158

Fmelt = b1QE + b2Ts (3)

where Ts is the mean summer temperature. In equation 3, Fmelt ∝ Ts.159

The assumption that melting occurs (ψ > Lm) during the summer and not during the rest of the year160

is reasonable for modern Svalbard, and this assumption can be validated through both models (e.g., van161

Pelt et al., 2019) and observations (e.g., Oerlemans, 2001; Miga la et al., 2006; López-Moreno et al., 2016).162

However, it is true that, as warming continues, the duration of the melt season will lengthen and increasingly163

ψ will exceed Lm during the fall and spring (see Figure 5k). To account for this feedback, we perform an164

experiment in which we re-formulate the space-for-time substitution in terms of positive degree days (PDDs)165

rather than mean summer temperature (Extended Data Fig. 9). We find that the predictions of the two166
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Figure 4: Relationship between positive degree days (PDDs) and glacier mass balance, 1936-2010. (a-g) An

analogous figure to Main text, Fig. 3, except using positive degree days (PDDs) rather than mean summer temperature as the

explanatory variable for ∆h/∆t. This figure is now included in Extended Data Fig. 9.
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models are very similar, except at very high ∆T (extreme warming). As expected, at high ∆T, the PDD-167

based model predicts more negative mass balance. We provide all of the PDD-based predictions in Extended168

Data Fig. 9.169

Finally, we note that some of the strongest non-linearities we might expect to see between (mean annual)170

air temperature and glacier mass balance arise from the fact that Svalbard glaciers are less sensitive to171

temperature rise during the winter (Oerlemans, 2001; Oerlemans et al., 2005). For example, the mass172

balance of a Svalbard glacier with a mean winter temperature of -15◦C may not change in the scenario173

where winters warm by 2◦C (but summer temperatures stay the same), since no melting occurs during the174

winter. The varying sensitivity to temperature and precipitation change during different seasons (Oerlemans175

et al., 2005) explains why we may expect glacier mass balance not to be linear functions of mean annual176

temperature and precipitation. Our solution is to use metrics like (1) the mean summer temperature (Ts),177

since most glacier melt on Svalbard is concentrated during the summer (van Pelt et al., 2019), and (2)178

the total solid precipitation (Psolid), since rainfall may not contribute positively to a glacier’s mass balance179

(unless it refreezes within the snow pack; van Pelt et al., 2016). Note that, as warming continues and glaciers180

experience more melt during the shoulder seasons (fall and spring), positive degree day (PDD) metrics will181

be more suitable than Ts, because the ψ/Lm term in equation (1) will increasingly exceed 0 outside of the182

summer months (June-August). We therefore repeated our analysis using PDDs, which gives nearly identical183

results to our analysis using mean summer temperature (Ts). We include this PDD analysis in Figures 4-5184

(and Extended Data Fig. 9). We also added a discussion of this PDD analysis in the Main text (see lines185

160-168).186

4. Discussion of feedbacks that could alter the Ts vs. ∆h/∆t relationship.187

Notable possible nonlinearities and feedbacks that could alter the relationship between Ts and ∆h/∆t include:188

1. The increasing contribution of melt during the shoulder seasons (spring and fall).189

2. Glacier thinning causing elevated surface temperatures due to lower surface elevation190

(i.e., lapse rate) (Oerlemans, 2008; Oerlemans et al., 2011).191

3. Decreasing albedo due to reduced snow cover and increased debris (Naegeli & Huss,192

2017).193

4. Avalanching from cirque walls contributing mass, insulating glacier ice, and increasing194

surface albedo (Florentine et al., 2018; Mott et al., 2019).195

5. Reduced dynamic ice flux and submarine melting as glaciers thin and retreat up-valley196

(Oerlemans, 2008; Oerlemans et al., 2011; Luckman et al., 2015).197

where we colored the items in the above list red or blue if they are likely to contribute negatively or198

positively to mass balance, respectively.199

We address [1] in our positive degree day (PDD) analysis (Figures 4-5; Methods, section 19). In the Main text,200

we keep our melt model in terms of the mean summer temperature, since we think it will be more intuitive201

to readers to talk about a 1◦C increase in summer temperature rather than an increase in PDD of 70 degree202

days, for example. But we add a discussion of the utility of the PDD framework when making projections203

far enough into the future where the seasonality of melt will change (shifting increasingly to the summer204

and fall) (see Main text, lines 160-168). For example, when comparing 21st century mass balance predictions205

from our summer temperature (Ts) and PDD based models (Figure 5f-h), we find that the predictions are206

nearly identical for the moderate warming scenarios (RCP2.6 and RCP4.5). However, at extreme warming207

(RCP8.5), the feedback of a lengthening melt season (Figure 5c) becomes prominent and the PDD-based208

model produces more negative mass balance predictions (Figure 5h). In the manuscript, we include the full209

PDD-based space-for-time model in Extended Data Fig. 9. We also describe the PDD analysis in section210

19 of the Methods. Finally, while we think that keeping the analysis in terms of temperature will be more211

intuitive for a broader audience, if the editor and reviewers think it would be better, we could replace Figs.212

3-4 of the Main text with the equivalent PDD-based figures (Extended Data Fig. 9).213

The height vs. mass balance feedback in [2] (e.g., MacAyeal, 1993; Oerlemans et al., 2011) is important214

for the long-term (e.g., millennial) evolution of glaciers, but it’s impacts will be fairly minor in our 80-year215

projection of sea level change. For example, consider an average glacier melt rate (surface lowering) of 0.80216
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Svalbard-wide predictions of 21st century glacier change (2010-2100)
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Figure 5: Positive degree day (PDD) estimates and 21st century mass balance predictions. (a-d) For each glacier,

we use the 1957-present daily temperature time series (van Pelt et al., 2019) (a) to understand the relationship between mean

summer temperature and PDDs (d). Specifically, we iteratively shift the time series in (a) up at 0.5◦C steps and compute

the new number of PDDs. The red dashed line in (d) depicts what the PDD estimate would be if the melt season didn’t get

any longer, which is analogous to what the Ts model does (Main text, Figs. 3-4). As illustrated in (c), the number of PDDs

increases not only because the mean summer temperature rises, but also because the duration of the melt season increases.

The plots in (a-d) are for the glacier Bungebreen (76.814◦N, 16.097◦E). We repeat the analysis for all glaciers on Svalbard to

produce glacier-specific relationships between mean summer temperature and PDDs (d). (e-h) Space-for-time substitution

based on PDDs. (e) We test the PDD-based space-for-time substitution using 1936-1990 data to calibrate the model, and

then compare predictions for the 1990-2010 interval to independent DEM-derived mass balance estimates. We find excellent

agreement between the model and observations. Next, we use the model to predict 21st century (2010-2100) mass balance. (f-g)

The predictions using the PDD method are nearly identical to the predictions using mean summer temperature (Main text, Fig.

4) under the RCP2.6 (f) and RCP4.5 (g) scenarios. However, the PDD method produces more negative mass balance estimates

under RCP8.5 (h), due to the divergence of the PDD curve from a simple linear function at higher summer temperatures (d).

The brackets in (f-h) show simulations with the 5th and 95th percentiles of predicted winter precipitation (Hanssen-Bauer et al.,

2019).

m yr−1. Over 80 years, the cumulative surface lowering will be ∼64 m, which corresponds to ∼0.40 ◦C217

of warming assuming an adiabatic lapse rate of 6.2 ◦C km−1 on Svalbard (Etzelmüller et al., 2011). This218

surface warming due to adiabatic considerations and glacier thinning is more than an order of magnitude219

smaller than the predicted regional temperature rises (at constant elevation). For example, the 21st century220

mean annual temperature rise on Svalbard is predicted to be 6.9 ◦C under the RCP4.5 scenario and 9.8 ◦C221

under the RCP8.5 scenario (Hanssen-Bauer et al., 2019).222

Item [5] above—the idea that the dynamic ice flux will decrease as glaciers retreat and stagnate—suggests223

that our simple melt-based model of glacier mass balance (eqn. 1) may perform better (explain more of the224

variance in the ∆h/∆t dataset) in the future.225

Finally, the strength of mechanisms [3] and [4] (the albedo feedback and avalanching) has only been quantified226

in a handful of glaciers (e.g., Florentine et al., 2018; Mott et al., 2019; Naegeli & Huss, 2017). We agree227

that these processes could begin to play an important role in glacier mass balance, but so far they do228

not appear to have pushed Svalbard glaciers off of a consistent linear Ts vs. ∆h/∆t relationship (Figure229

3). Our Svalbard-wide historical dataset, especially when continued into the future with ongoing satellite230

observations, can provide constraints on the strength of mechanisms [3] and [4].231

In summary, we really appreciate Reviewer 1’s emphasis on the importance of feedbacks and threshold232

behavior, and we have worked to incorporate a more detailed discussion of feedbacks in the Main text (see233

lines 137-168) and Extended Data (see Extended Data Figs. 8-9).234
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The authors make important points about the limits of the methods/conclusions in 138-142. The first235

notes—that the method doesn’t provide individual glacier results—are a strong motivation for why a com-236

parison of future projections with other methods is especially necessary. For the latter, the authors seem237

to suggest that the strong results noted later in the paragraph are enough to set these concerns aside. The238

paper could benefit from deeper comment on what is lost/gained by not including these as the authors239

attempt to push past their calibration limits.240

We have revised the text in lines 137-142 to better clarify our point. Our method does provide predictions241

for each individual glacier in Svalbard. But each glacier’s ∆h/∆t estimate is based on that glacier’s Ts242

and the Svalbard-wide relationship between Ts and ∆h/∆t. Thus, any particular glacier may lie above or243

below the mean Ts vs. ∆h/∆t relationship (Main text, Fig. 3f-g) due to factors such as (1) a particular244

basin geometry that causes more snow to be delivered to the glacier surface via avalanching (Florentine245

et al., 2018; Mott et al., 2019), (2) a glacier hypsometry that peaks around the current ELA, such that246

additional warming and associated ELA rise causes a large proportion of the glacier area to transition from247

the accumulation to the ablation zone (Noël et al., 2020), etc. Although we provide individual predictions248

for each glacier, the fact that we assume each glacier perfectly follows the Svalbard-wide Ts and ∆h/∆t249

relationship means that we don’t capture how some glaciers plot slightly above the Ts and ∆h/∆t line and250

some plot below. However, these glacier-to-glacier eccentricities average out across 1,618 glaciers, and our251

Svalbard-wide predictions should be robust. We don’t try to provide more individualized predictions using252

glacier-specific considerations like (1) and (2) above because we feel that including the breadth of behavior253

captured by the Svalbard-wide dataset is our best tool for developing robust relationships that can hold254

beyond our historical observations (calibration limits).255

However, to better clarify that our model still does provide glacier-specific ∆h/∆t predictions, we revised256

Main text, Fig. 4 such that the maps show each glacier’s estimated ∆h/∆t under the 3 climate change257

scenarios (RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5).258

Finally, we agree that there is more information to be learned by looking beyond the Svalbard-wide behavior259

and searching for trends between different categories of glaciers. One significant trend that we have found260

is that the glacier sensitivity to warming (m yr−1 ◦C−1) scales inversely with bed slope (Figure 6), which is261

exactly the prediction based on simple theoretical glacier models (Oerlemans, 2008; Oerlemans et al., 2011).262
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Figure 6: Evidence for a bed-slope control on the rela-

tionship between summer temperature and glacier thin-

ning rates (∆h/∆t). (a) Minimal glacier models predict that

glaciers with steeper slopes should be less sensitive to warming

(Oerlemans, 2008). Consider, for example, a 1 ◦C rise in mean

summer temperature that makes a glacier’s equilibrium line al-

titude (ELA) rise by ∼60 m. For a low-slope glacier, this ELA

rise will transfer a large fraction of the glacier’s area from the

accumulation zone to the ablation zone, causing a substantial

decrease in glacier-averaged ∆h/∆t. (b) To test whether there

is a bed-slope control on glacier sensitivity to temperature, we

estimate the relationship between mean summer temperature

and ∆h/∆t for three sub-populations of glaciers: those with

low, medium, and high slopes. The bed slope is calculated as

∆y/∆x of the bed topography (Fürst et al., 2018) along each

glacier’s centerline. Low-slope glaciers are >3× more sensitive

to temperature rise than high-slope glaciers. The distributions

in (b) represent the regression slopes derived from weighted to-

tal least squares regressions on subsamples of the dataset, just

as in Main text, Fig. 3e. However, we iteratively sample 50%

of the dataset (rather than 10%), because the slope-clustered

datasets are smaller than the all-Svalbard dataset in Main text,

Fig. 3.

A point of conversation (I do not expect discussion of this in the paper): As glaciers shrink, there is ample263

evidence from other locations that some of the processes not accounted for in the methods here (e.g., mass264
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accumulation from avalanching) can become critical in sustaining glacial mass. It may be that in ignoring265

these, this method provides a similar all-Svalbard ice loss estimate but would run into difficulty in supporting266

further application towards projecting regional presence of glaciers. Something for intellectual mulling.267

We agree that processes such as mass accumulation from avalanching may begin to play a more significant268

role in sustaining glacier mass balance as glaciers retreat into their cirques (Florentine et al., 2018; Mott et al.,269

2019). Regional observations of glacier behavior across space (like those presented in this paper), coupled270

to space-for-time substitution analysis, may be one of the best tools for quantifying the importance of these271

mechanisms at various stages of glacier retreat. In our dataset, we observe several regions where the small272

mountain glaciers no longer have a perennial accumulation zone (Figure 2b). These are the types of glaciers273

that are most likely to have significant mass accumulation contributions from avalanching (Florentine et al.,274

2018; Mott et al., 2019). Yet, these shrinking glaciers still hold to the same Svalbard-wide Ts vs. ∆h/∆t275

relationship (Figure 3). Avalanching may represent a larger relative contribution to mass balance, but, so276

far, it does not appear to be a strong negative feedback that is thwarting further glacial retreat.277

Specific Comments (by line number)278

In the following section, we include a checkmark (X) when there is a simple line edit that we have imple-279

mented. In the cases where the reviewer asked specific questions, we provide descriptive text.280

11. I found ‘temporal’ to be consuming here, as that is explained by over the next century’. ‘Temperature’281

or ‘climate’ may be an appropriate substitution.282

We specify ‘temporal gradients’ to draw contrast with the spatial gradients discussed earlier in the sentence.283

This part of the abstract introduces the concept of the space-for-time substitution, so we think it is valuable284

to explicitly compare change across space vs. change across time. We added italics to better clarify this285

distinction in the abstract:286

“The Arctic archipelago of Svalbard, which hosts spatial climate gradients that are larger than the expected287

temporal shifts over the next century5,6, is a natural laboratory to constrain the climate sensitivity of glaciers288

and predict their response to future warming.”289

23-24. suggest “an additional 0.6” X290

83. Remove ‘in order’ here and in all other instances X291

87. I was expecting to be able to find somewhere in the extensive extended/supporting information a map292

that indicated which areas were captured in the structure-from-motion method and which were interpolated293

using this Gaussian process regression. Please add information about the geographic extents covered by the294

2 methods.295

Thank you for the feedback. We created an additional figure that shows the void areas for all of Sval-296

bard (Figure 7), and also illustrates the steps involved in our Gaussian process (GP) regression void filling297

procedure. This figure (Figure 7 in this letter) is included in the manuscript as Extended Data Fig. 6.298

95. The authors earlier mention some of the challenges of comparing small changes in mass balance with299

small temperature changes. Does the same issue crop up given that ice caps in NE Svalbard remained close300

to balance over the ∼70 year observation interval? This relates to my General Comment re: whether this301

method captures the change in glaciers that experience low mean temperatures.302

That is a good question. The important distinction is that previous groups that quantify the temperature303

sensitivity of glacier mass balance (mwe yr−1 ◦C−1) by dividing the acceleration in glacier mass balance304

by the warming trend (∆T/∆t) (e.g., Hugonnet et al., 2021) run into the issue that both the numerator305

and the denominator are relatively small and uncertain numbers (Beaulieu & Killick, 2018), especially for306

the short observational periods of most geodetic mass balance datasets (e.g., 2000-2019; Hugonnet et al.,307

2021). Thus, the propagated uncertainty from both the numerator and denominator can balloon in the308

final temperature sensitivity estimate. In contrast, we take a different approach in which we quantify the309

temperature sensitivity of glacier mass balance by regressing the ∆h/∆t of individual glaciers against the310

large spatial gradients in Ts. Therefore, in our method, we never have to divide the ∆h/∆t values of glaciers311

(such as the ones in NE Svalbard that have remained close to balance during the observation interval) by312

their mean summer temperature. Rather, the population of colder glaciers simply represents the upper-left313

portion of the cross plot in Main text, Fig. 3f, and contributes a diversity of behavior that helps us better314

capture the Svalbard-wide relationship between summer temperature and ∆h/∆t.315
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Figure 7: Data coverage and void-filling with Gaussian process (GP) regression. (a) Black areas denote regions

with 3D photogrammetric (SfM) constraints from the 1936/1938 aerial images and white regions denote void areas infilled with

the GP regression (Methods, section 5). The SfM-generated point clouds have void areas due to occlusion and poor feature

matching in low-contrast areas. There is no reconstruction for the eastern portion of Austfonna, since no photographs of that

region were acquired during the 1936/1938 expeditions (Luncke, 1936) (Extended Data Fig. 3a). (b-e) An illustration of the

void filling procedure, applied to Oscar II Land in western Svalbard. To fill the holes in the 1936 DEM, we first compute the

∆h map, differencing the ∼2010 reference DEM to the 1936 reconstruction (b). Next, we train a GP regression to estimate

the ∆h values in the void areas. The GP regression is trained using x, y, and z (the 2010 elevation) as predictor variables to

infer ∆h as the response variable, and thereby incorporates both the spatial information in (a) and the elevation-dependence

of ∆h illustrated in (c). (d) The error of the GP-regression-infilled values is estimated on random subsets of data points (60%)

held-out from model training. Finally, subtracting the infilled ∆h map in (e) from the 2010 reference DEM yields the 1936

surface.

106. I do not understand the motivation for using 20th century warming trend as a comparative metric.316

Our rationale for using the 20th century warming trend (∆T/∆t) as a possible explanatory variable for317

glacier mass balance (∆h/∆t) is that many publications define or quantify glacier sensitivity to warming318
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(mwe yr−1 ◦C−1) this way (e.g., Oerlemans & Fortuin, 1992; Dyurgerov & Meier, 2000; Raper & Braithwaite,319

2006; Hugonnet et al., 2021). The possible rationale for the 20th century warming trend controlling ∆h/∆t320

is that the glaciers in faster warming regions are getting pushed further out of equilibrium, and therefore321

should have more negative mass balance records.322

As we explain in Main text, lines 103-109, we find that the 20th century warming trend is not a good323

explanatory variable for our ∆h/∆t observations. However, given the widespread emphasis on ∆T/∆t in324

the literature, we thought it might be useful to note our observation that ∆T/∆t shows a poor relationship325

with ∆h/∆t (Supplementary Information, Fig. S6).326

Fig. 2. It is not clear to me how the authors deal with creating a record of dh/dt for East Austfonna, where327

there are no historical photographs.328

We show in Main text, Fig. 2a that there is no historical photograph coverage of East Austfonna, so the329

East Austfonna glaciers do not appear in our glacier-by-glacier ∆h/∆t analysis (Main text, Figs. 2-3) or330

the space-for-time substitution (Main text, Fig. 4). The only time when we need to estimate mass balance331

in East Austfonna is for the Svalbard-wide mass balance inventory in Extended Data Table 1. There, we332

apply a simple area-scaling analysis to use the West Austfonna observations to try to infer the behavior of333

East Austfonna. We justify our extrapolation of West Austfonna behavior to East Austfonna because of the334

very little difference in air temperature or precipitation between the two regions (Extended Data Fig. 2b-c).335

Still, the fact that the ∆h/∆t uncertainty in Extended Data Table 1 is highest for Austfonna (compared to336

the other 7 Svalbard regions) reflects the inflated uncertainty from scaling West Austfonna behavior to all337

of Austfonna.338

Additionally, we have revised the manuscript to make it more clear that we do not have SfM constraints for339

East Austfonna. For example, we now show gray areas over East Austfonna in the space-for-time analysis in340

Main text, Fig. 4. We also added a new figure displaying the locations of the photographs acquired during341

the 1936/1938 mapping campaign (Extended Data, Fig. 3a). This figure shows a blank spot over East342

Austfonna. Finally, our “data coverage” map (Extended Data, Fig. 6a) shows a hatched pattern over East343

Austfonna, where we did not perform GP regression for void filling because we did not have any local SfM344

constraints to inform the GP model.345

111. It is not simply ‘rising temperatures’, but rather rising temperature past some threshold (see General346

Comments).347

See our comments above exploring temperature thresholds in the dataset. We agree that rising temperature348

past some threshold is critical when discussing temperatures during the colder months (for example, see349

the discussion of the seasonal sensitivity characteristic in Oerlemans, 2001). However, our long (>70 year)350

observational dataset with glaciers spanning large temperature gradients and mass balance regimes reveals351

no significant evidence for threshold behavior with respect to mean summer temperatures (which typically352

are > 0 ◦C) (Figure 3).353

121. Please include the comparative values from the referenced publications.354

We now compare our results to values in the literature. See Figure 1 in this letter (also provided in the355

revised manuscript as Extended Data Fig. 1).356

Fig. 4. I didn’t find a discussion of the mismatch in dh/dt peaks for Fig. 4a. This is of interest.357

In Main text, Fig. 4a, we use our 1936-1990 mass balance observations (which we have for n = 975 glaciers358

in Svalbard) to calibrate the relationship between mean summer temperature and glacier mass balance359

(∆h/∆t). We then use that relationship, calibrated using 1936-1990 data, to predict mass balance during360

the non-overlapping observational period 1990-2010. The predictions of a mean ∆h/∆t of -0.58 m yr−1361

closely match the independent observations of -0.59 m yr−1. We see the case study in Fig. 4a as a great362

success.363

Fig. 4. The title for b-d is confusing. The title suggest that the maps should show glacier change, but in364

fact the maps show future mean summer temperature. Suggest removing title. Also note that the colorbar365

is labeled with Ts, even though this variable is not defined until the extended data section.366

Thanks for the feedback. We modified the title of b-d to say: “Execution of the space-for-time model for367

Svalbard-wide predictions of 21st century glacier change.” We also now define mean summer temperature368

as Ts in the caption.369
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172. Revise to emphasize that this is a collective estimate. This sentence gives the impression that there are370

results for each individual glacier.371

The results are for each individual glacier. To clarify this point in the Main text, we changed the maps in372

Fig. 4 to show the glacier-specific ∆h/∆t predictions under the three 21st century climate scenarios. In373

the original manuscript, we showed the temperature projections for each glacier instead. We moved those374

temperature maps to Extended Data Fig. 2d-f.375

376. How reasonable is the assumption that melting occurs only in summer? This seems especially problem-376

atic when shifting into projection mode, as the melt seasons will lengthen in conjunction with rising summer377

mean temperatures.378

In short, in the 1936-2010 observational record, describing melt in terms of summer temperature is remarkably379

effective (Main text, Fig. 3f; van Pelt et al., 2019). In the coming century, shoulder seasons (fall and spring)380

certainly will contribute more to melt (Figure 5c). We can better account for this lengthening of the melt381

season through our positive degree day analysis (Figures 4-5; Extended Data Fig. 9).382

Extended Data Fig. 2. The title for panel d is misleading about what the map shows—suggest revision or383

deletion.384

To improve clarity, we have revised the title for panel d to say “1936-2010 elevation change with voids filled385

using Gaussian process regression.”386

Extended Data Fig. 2. I find it somewhat surprising that the long-term rates from this paper would align387

with Aster DEM estimates over a more recent time period of known substantial loss. It is not a surprise388

that the long-term rates would be less than the CryoSat-2 estimate. This suggests it would be useful to389

have incorporate a discussion about how these numbers are expected to compare rather than just notes on390

comparison.391

We have added a few descriptive sentences to explain why our measured long-term (1936-2010) rates of mass392

loss are so similar to the more recent (2000-2019) measurements from Aster DEMs (Hugonnet et al., 2021).393

One hypothesis is that, coming out of the Little Ice Age (LIA), many of Svalbard’s glaciers in 1936 were394

already out of equilibrium with the local climate (i.e., they had too much mass at low elevations). Thus,395

while mean summer temperature may not have risen much in the decades following 1936 (Supplementary396

Information, Figure S3; Nordli et al., 2020), the glaciers still shrunk significantly to approach balance with397

the local climate.398

Extended Data Fig. 3. Given that a surge is accounting for ∼25% of 2000-2019 Svalbard ice loss, it seems399

that ignoring solid ice flux could be problematic. This note is buried in a caption, but made me feel that400

further comment on surging glaciers and how they do/don’t fit within this analysis is warranted.401

We agree that surges are an important factor to consider, especially in shorter-term mass balance records402

such as the 2000-2019 data in Extended Data Fig. 10 (Hugonnet et al., 2021). Note that we are interested in403

understanding the long-term trends in glacier mass balance (both in describing the 20th century observations404

and in predicting the 21st century behavior). In Svalbard, glaciers surge on timescales of ∼10-100 years405

(Murray et al., 2003; Flink et al., 2015; Sevestre et al., 2018; Benn et al., 2019; Nuth et al., 2019). After a406

surge, a glacier enters a prolonged quiescent phase during which it must accumulate mass in it’s high-elevation407

reaches in order to store up the gravitational potential that serves as a driving force for the next surge (Benn408

et al., 2019; Oerlemans et al., 2021). Current modeling suggests that quasi-periodic surges do not appear to409

affect the long-term evolution of glacier retreat and mass balance (Oerlemans et al., 2021). Thus, on multi-410

decadal to centennial timescales, we can view surges as contributing ‘noise’ to ∆h/∆t observations. That is411

the approach that we take in this paper. Note that our ∼70 year record (1936-2010) will capture full surge412

cycles and smooth the ‘noise’ of surging more than shorter records like the satellite-era (2000-2019) dataset413

(Hugonnet et al., 2021). In other words, better than any modern record, our uniquely long dataset allows414

us to see beyond surge cycles and annual and decadal variability in order to quantify the climate control on415

glacier mass balance.416

Extended Data Fig. 3. How many glaciers fall into the 10th to 90th percentiles for the various variables?417

80% of glaciers fall within the 10th to 90th percentiles of each variable.418

Extended Data Fig. 5. Move legend in (a) so as not to obscure the plot. X419

Figure S8. Add indicator for airport location. And for this analysis, how do you determine the glacier-420
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specific temperature? (e.g., sample central pixel values, mean across full glacier area as extracted from 1-km421

NORA10 dataset, etc)422

We added a new panel showing the airport location on Svalbard (see Supplementary Information, Fig. 3b).423

We estimated the glacier-specific temperature by sampling the NORA10 dataset at the central pixel of each424

glacier. We now explain this step in our revised Methods, section 16.425

Referee 2426

This manuscript presents a reconstruction of the 3D geometry of 1,618 glaciers across Svalbard from historical427

aerial images. This 3D geometry is compared with a modern DEM to derive the spatial pattern of mass428

balance. The dependence of melt rates with temperature is established from that pattern. Finally, a space-429

for-time-substitution technique is applied to make predictions of 21st century mass loss. This method is430

widely applied in ecology, but as far as I know it is the first time that it is applied to predict the behaviour of431

glaciers. Therefore, this study provides new useful predictions of mass loss in Svalbard and besides a novel432

methodology to make such predictions. Overall, It is a fairly good job, however, the manuscript has some433

minor issues that I think should be addressed prior to publication.434

My main concern is about the method to calculate the mean absolute error of the final reconstructed435

1936/1938 surface. This method is based on split the data in two subsets, using one of them to train the436

model and the other to estimate the error. This type of methodology usually underestimate the error and437

makes the error strongly dependent of the choice of the subsets. At least you could repeat that methodology438

with different subsets to avoid the error dependence of the subset choice. Or you could go to a more439

sophisticated method, based on expressing the error at each point of the surface as a function of the distance440

to the nearest data point (e.g., Farinotti et al., 2014; Lapazaran et al., 2016).441

We agree that using careful methodology for estimating the error of the final reconstructed 1936/1938 surface442

is essential, since we need to know what amount of elevation change rises above the level of uncertainty in443

our dataset. We have worked to clarify the description of our error estimation workflow in the Methods444

(sections 5-10), and we already implement the repeated selection of random subsets of the data when we445

quantify error.446

Additionally, we implement a sophisticated method that expresses the uncertainty at each point on the 3D447

surface as a function of not only the distance to the nearest data point (e.g., Farinotti et al., 2014), but also448

as a function of the lengthscale of topographic variability in the surrounding area. For example, consider a449

100 m × 100 m region in the middle of a glacier with no SfM constraints. On the ice cap Austfonna in NE450

Svalbard (Main text, Fig. 2d), where there is little surface roughness and the topography is relatively ‘flat’ on451

kilometer lengthscales, the void filling (interpolation) using neighboring data points is likely to be reasonably452

accurate. In contrast, in the mountainous north-central zone of Svalbard (Main text, Fig. 2d), some glaciers453

are only a few hundred meters wide, and the ice sits against sharp arêtes. In this region, void filling using454

elevation data from 100 m away will produce a much more uncertain estimate. Our Gaussian process (GP)455

regression (analogous to kriging) is a Bayesian approach that uses the spatial covariance structure in the456

dataset to inform the interpolation (void filling). We also use the GP regression to estimate the pixelwise457

spatial uncertainty, which we propagate through the error analysis (see Methods, sections 5-10).458

The Extended Data Fig. 4 is difficult to understand. There is a lot of information at the caption, but it459

doesn’t help very much. For example, what is the meaning of the gray band? On the other hand, The color460

scheme used in that figure are difficult to distinguish, specially for those with some color-blindness.461

Thanks for the feedback. We have revised Extended Data Fig. 4 to try to make it easier to interpret.462

Specifically, we removed the inset probability distributions and we explain what the gray band represents (it463

shows the 25th-75th uncertainty envelope of the T vs. Fout regression). We also shortened the caption. See464

Figure 8 for our revised version of the figure (now labeled Extended Data Fig. 7a-b in the manuscript).465
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Figure 8: Temperature control on ice loss. We model the ice loss (Fout) as a linear function of summer temperature

(Ts): Fout = k1Ts + k2. We estimate the k coefficients using our Svalbard observations: Fout = Psolid − b, where Psolid is

extracted from the NORA10 dataset (van Pelt et al., 2019), and b is ∆h/∆t (Fig. 3), converted to m.w.e. yr−1 using a density

of 850 kg m−3. The gray bands in (a-b) depict the 25th-75th percentile uncertainty envelopes of the Ts vs. Fout regressions

(all glaciers). Note that the ice loss in marine-terminating glaciers is regulated not only by air temperature driving Fmelt, but

also by fjord temperature, bathymetry, and circulation controlling Fcalving (Straneo et al., 2011; Luckman et al., 2015; Benn

et al., 2017). We take a first-order approach and fit different k constants to land- vs. marine-terminating glaciers. In both

(a-b), the k1 coefficients are larger in land-terminating glaciers than marine-terminating glaciers. This observation of a weaker

sensitivity of Fout to air temperature is consistent with the Fout in marine-terminating glaciers being driven partly by fjord

processes that are decoupled from air temperature. Since the satellite-era observations (b) represent a shorter interval and

therefore the ∆h/∆t data are more influenced by annual variability (Bonan et al., 2019) and surge cycles (Benn et al., 2019),

we only fit glaciers with ∆h/∆t within the 10-90th percentile range. Note that the estimated k1 coefficients from the 1936-2010

observations (this study) and satellite-era datasets (Hugonnet et al., 2021) are within uncertainty of each other.

Referee 3466

The manuscript “A seven-decade record of glacier change on Svalbard predicts doubling of 21st century467

mass loss” utilizes 5,507 high-oblique aerial photos from two 1930s aerial mapping campaigns in Svalbard468

to create a seven-decade record of glacier change. I will review how this record of glacier change is created469

with special emphasis on the creation of the 1930’s DEM data and if they are reliable. As applied here with470

a co-registration for each glacier basin to correct for “regional DEM warping” (lines 295-307) the 1930’s471

DEM data are suitable for the scientific analysis presented in the manuscript. However, the overall DEM472

documentation is insufficient.473

Referee 3 focuses on a number of ways in which we should improve our description and documentation of474

the 1930’s dataset so that future users can more readily understand the uncertainties associated with the475

elevation model in any particular region or glacier. In the following responses, we outline how we have476

added more documentation and accessory datasets to increase usability. The reviewer’s concerns primarily477

are about how well we convey the methodology to the reader. We believe we have substantially increased478

the level of detail and clarity surrounding the dataset generation and uncertainties.479

There are two considerations here:480

1) The workflow/protocol used here should be presented in greater detail and strengths and limitations481

should be discussed. The aim is to make sure subsequent researchers using the methods/workflow will do482

that with care and that proper protocol is established and observed.483

See our comments below about how we’ve added more information to the Methods section and the supple-484

mentary datasets. For example, Methods sections 1-5 describe our dataset generation (image pre-processing,485

the structure-from-motion pipeline, georeferencing, DEM gridding, and void filling), sections 6-10 describe486

our error estimation, sections 11-15 describe our assumptions and calculations for making estimates of sea487

level rise, and sections 16-20 describe our modeling and analysis of the dataset. In addition, we added a488

new figure (Extended Data Fig. 3) to provide an overview of the datasets generated in this study. Finally,489
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readers will have access to a suite of supplementary datasets to help them better make use of the 1936/1938490

orthophotomosaic, DEM, ∆h map, and glacier inventory. For example, we created a spreadsheet that has491

the ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z co-registration offsets and estimated DEM error for each glacier basin in Svalbard (see492

comments to item (2) below).493

2) The 1930’s DEM is published as (part of) a data set. As this data set is not corrected for regional494

warping (model deformation) of the model, and I do not think that assigning a 5 m error to the entire495

DEM is sufficient for this and other reasons. The end user will have little idea if the general performance of496

the DEM is relevant to a specific area, as the model is allowed to deform rather freely while pushing error497

into the sensor (camera) model and other unconstrained parts of the model. I recommend testing against a498

reference data set to give the end user a much better appreciation of the quality of the DEM and what it499

can be used for.500

In our understanding, the reviewer is referring to the fact that we follow the Nuth & Kääb (2011) procedure501

to co-register the historical (1936) DEM of each individual glacier to the modern reference (∼2010) DEM502

before computing ice volume change by differencing the two rasters. The purpose of this glacier-by-glacier503

co-registration step is to remove the erroneous ice volume change estimates that would result from small ∆x,504

∆y, or ∆z offsets between the two elevation datasets.505

In principle, the optimization of our SfM model acts to bring the ∆x, ∆y, or ∆z offsets between our506

reconstructed 1936 DEM and the modern ground control points (GCPs) to zero. However, each SfM model507

is generated for a large (∼100 km × ∼100 km) region of Svalbard (Figure 9b), which can contain several508

hundred glaciers. Any SfM reconstruction is prone to some level of regional warping (Westoby et al.,509

2012; Smith et al., 2016; Tonkin & Midgley, 2016), so even though the overall ∆z bias between our 1936510

reconstruction and the GCPs may be 0 m, we can expect local biases of up to a couple meters over individual511

glaciers in the model. The Nuth & Kääb (2011) method is a simple and efficient way to reduce or remove512

these local biases before making ice volume change estimates.513
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Figure 9: (a) Locations of the 5,507 high-oblique aerial photographs acquired during the mapping campaigns of 1936 and

1938 (Luncke, 1936). The coordinates are displayed in WGS84 / UTM zone 33N. (b) We divided the images into 17 groups

with convergent camera geometries for regional SfM reconstruction in Agisoft Metashape.

As described in the Methods, section 6, we perform the glacier-by-glacier Nuth & Kääb (2011) co-registration514

using the minimal bounding box around each glacier. After performing the co-registration calculations (see515

equations (1) and (2) in the Methods section), we arrive at the (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) offset between the historical516

DEM and reference DEM within the minimal bounding box. We use these (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) adjustments517

before differencing the two DEMs to compute volume change. However, since these adjustments impart518

small (meter-scale) discontinuities in the regional DEM due to the shifting of 1,618 rectangular glacier519

bounding boxes by different (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) offsets, we decided that the best Svalbard-wide DEM to provide520

the community is the original DEM dataset that does not include these glacier-by-glacier co-registration521

adjustments. Any person who hopes to compute precise glacier-by-glacier volume change from our dataset522
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can follow our methodology and implement the widely-used Nuth & Kääb (2011) procedure. Additionally,523

to make our data easier to use—and to address Referee 3’s concern that casual users of our Svalbard-wide524

1936 DEM may not know the degree of regional warping (model deformation) at the location of a particular525

glacier of interest—we created a spreadsheet that contains the names, locations, glacier IDs, ice volume526

change (1936-2010), and local (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) co-registration offsets for each glacier in Svalbard. This dataset527

is labeled glacier data.xlsx and is provided in the Supplementary Materials, and at the following Dropbox528

link:529

https://www.dropbox.com/s/kgtkd1rix156mlz/glacier_data.xlsx?dl=0530

It is out hope that any user of the data now can download that spreadsheet to quickly understand the DEM531

uncertainty at their particular glacier/region of interest, and also use our reported (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) offset values532

to quickly perform the co-registration without having to do the Nuth & Kääb (2011) procedure themselves.533

Finally, we note that the (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) co-registration offsets are relatively small compared to the ice534

elevation change that has occurred over the interval 1936-2010. For example, many glaciated regions in535

Svalbard have deflated by ≥100 m since 1936 (Main text, Fig. 2a), yet the median absolute value of the536

(∆x, ∆y, ∆z) co-registration offsets is 1.46 m (Figure 10).537
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Figure 10: Distribution of the (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) co-registration offsets computed for each glacier using the Nuth & Kääb (2011)

method. The inset shows that 50% of co-registration offsets are ≤1.46 m and 75% are ≤5.03 m. In other words, the regional

DEM warping identified and corrected by the Nuth & Kääb (2011) procedure is small relative to the ice elevation change during

the ∼70-year observational interval (µ = 21m; Main text, Fig. 2a).

Going into detail of 1) here are some specific points needing clarification:538

a) We should know more about the condition of the photos. I suppose it is nitrate films which have specific539

storage requirements so as not to crystallize? Are they in good overall condition? What is the material?540

Distortion and shrinking is a significant error source, yet I can find no mention of this and how this is dealt541

with.542

The photos are in good condition considering that they were acquired 85 years ago. More details about the543

imaging setup are provided in the original Luncke (1936) publication, but we summarize the information544

here:545

The images were acquired with a Zeiss camera with a lens with focal length = 210.71 mm and aperture546

= f/4.5. The images were captured on 18 × 18 cm pancromatic Agfa flight film. The exposure time was547

adjustable between 1/75 and 1/150 seconds, and the camera sat in a cradle that prevented the shaking of548

the airplane motor from being transferred to the camera (Figure 13). The camera had a cassette for film549

that was 19 cm wide and 55 m long, permitting 270 individual pictures. In 1936, a total of 14 rolls of Agfa550

film were brought, which is enough for 3,780 photographs (Luncke, 1936).551

In response to Referee 3’s question, perhaps the best way to allow readers to judge the overall condition of552

the photographs is to let them view the digitized images. For example, Figure 11 shows one such image. The553

full-resolution image archive from 1936/1938 exceeds 1 Tb, so, due to size requirements, we only provide554

thumbnails of each image here. The thumbnails are still sufficiently high quality to be able to identify and555

evaluate the degradation of certain images. A .zip file containing all the images is now provided in the556

Supplementary Materials, and at the following Dropbox links:557

1936: https://www.dropbox.com/s/ol1vqjulwgu7lci/1936_Qviews.zip?dl=0558

1938: https://www.dropbox.com/s/veiu8v7n8voajqm/1938_Qviews.zip?dl=0559
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Alternatively, all the aerial images and their locations can be viewed at: https://toposvalbard.npolar.560

no/. Click Map → Aerial imagery and then check Old aerial photos. We listed this link in the Main561

text so that readers can easily view the images on the web application (TopoSvalbard).562

Figure 11: An example image (scanned negative) from the 1936 archive (S36 1518). The image measures 18 × 18 cm and was

scanned using a photogrammetry-grade scanner at a 13.5 µm resolution, resulting in 8-bit, 14,500 × 14,500 pixel image files.

All the aerial images and their locations can be viewed at https://toposvalbard.npolar.no/.

b) Is the radiometric enhancement necessary? I assume it will help locating ground control points manually,563

but the SfM should be indifferent to this. Could you clarify your rationale behind this?564

Yes, the radiometric enhancement is a critical step in our workflow. Figure 12 (part of Extended Data565

Fig. 4) is designed to illustrate the necessity of the image enhancement. Briefly, the SfM workflow consists566

of keypoint extraction, keypoint correspondence (matching), the SfM inversion to solve for the unknown567

parameters (camera locations and distortion parameters), and the multi-view stereo (MVS) reconstruction568

to generate the dense 3D point cloud (Extended Data Fig. 4; Westoby et al., 2012). For our dataset, if we569

don’t perform radiometric enhancement in the image pre-processing stage, the SfM workflow begins to break570

down in the very first step (keypoint extraction). The reason is that many of the photographs capturing571

the interior of ice caps and large glaciers only have (relatively featureless) snow in the foreground. When572

the pixel-to-pixel contrast is too low and/or ‘edge features’ are too soft (the image gradients are too low),573

Metashape does not detect keypoints. As a result, we cannot extract an inventory of keypoints to identify574

in other images and ultimately constrain the geometry of the glacier surface. The image sharpening and575

contrast enhancement steps illustrated in Figure 12 improve the identification of keypoints in low-contrast576

areas (i.e., on snow). We now explain the importance of this radiometric enhancement step in the caption577

of Extended Data Fig. 4.578

c) Metadata on camera. You state that you know the manufacture of the camera (Zeiss) but what model?579

I realize from reading the manuscript and supporting information that you do not have any other camera580

information than the focal length. If you are missing some of the information please state so outright. Are581

fiducials part of the camera cone or are they part of the film cassette. Have different cassettes been used?582

Different lens cones (cameras)? It may or may not be important.583

All of the available information we have about the imaging set up is in the original 1936 report (Luncke, 1936),584

which you can download here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/nqqa8euf39ymxp3/Luncke1936.pdf?dl=0.585

We do not know the exact camera model, but we can provide more information than just the focal length.586

For example, see the information in our response to point (a) above. The camera fiducials are part of the587

housing. Figure 13 shows a picture of the camera mounted into the plane.588
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Figure 12: An illustration of the radiometric enhancement step in our image pre-processing pipeline. The radiometric en-

hancement consists of both dehazing (sharpening through deconvolution) and contrast enhancement (i.e., histogram stretching).

Recall that our underlying dataset is a collection of ∼5,000 analog images (negatives) acquired 85 years ago,589

so it’s hard to have much ‘metadata’ to speak of. Of course it would be ideal to have the original 1930’s590

camera so that we could perform calibration experiments. It also would be great if the aerial survey had been591

performed according to modern overlap standards (e.g., 80% along-track and 60% cross-track overlap rather592

than ∼60% along-track and ∼20% cross-track) (Girod et al., 2018). Finally, given the nature of feature593

matching algorithms (e.g., Lowe, 2004), having vertical aerial images rather than high-oblique images would594

make SfM reconstruction easier, since features become very difficult to match when the acquisition angle595

changes by more than ∼30%, which happens frequently in our high-oblique aerial image archive (Girod et al.,596

2018).597

The wonderful part of the structure-from-motion reconstruction is that, despite (1) our incomplete infor-598

mation about the camera parameters and (2) the imperfect survey design (i.e., low overlap), we still can599

constrain the 1936 topographic surface of Svalbard with meter-scale precision and accuracy. Furthermore,600

by comparing our reconstructed 1936 DEM to the modern DEM in regions of stable ice-free terrain that601

shouldn’t have changed much in the last ∼80 years, we quantify the uncertainty of our historical DEM, not602

just for Svalbard as a whole (on average), but also for each individual glacier. Finally, we use semivariogram603

analysis to study the spatial structure of the DEM offsets and incorporate this spatial information into the604

uncertainty propagation for our final estimates of 20th century glacier change (see Methods). In other words,605

our reconstructed 1936 DEM is imperfect, but it is a one-of-a-kind dataset that enables the exploration of606

20th century glacier change with extraordinary detail, and we have worked hard to quantify the uncertainty607

so that all future users of the dataset can understand whether the dataset is accurate and precise enough to608
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answer their question of interest.609

d) “Standardized internal geometry.” Since you are lacking key metadata on the camera you have had to610

reconstruct suitable replacement information. One such is the “standardized internal geometry”. There are611

many ways to do this. How exactly was it done here? Specifically: how did you find the standardized camera612

coordinates for each fiducial?613

Our reference to “standardized internal geometry” is about making each of the 5,507 images have a consistent614

internal geometry. In other words, we made sure that the image (pixel) coordinates of the 4 fiducial marks615

on the top, bottom, left, and right sides of the image (Figure 11) are always at the same (x, y) locations.616

We achieved this by first using an automated pipeline to locate the 4 fiducial marks in each image, and then617

applying a projective transformation to map the coordinates to a standardized set of coordinates. Since we618

freely solve for the camera parameters in Agisoft Metashape, our only priority during this pre-processing step619

was to transform the images such that all the images have the 4 fiducial marks at the same pixel locations620

(i.e., to ensure that the images are not skewed, dilated, rotated, translated, etc. relative to other images).621

In our final (transformed) images, the pixel dimensions are 12,467 × 12,467, and the fiducial marks at the622

following locations: left (1, 6234), right (12467, 6234), top (6234, 1), bottom (12467, 6234).623

e) You use a projective transformation to register each image to the “standardized internal geometry”. In624

a strict, analytical sense you can do this with four fiducials, however this is not true to the material, which625

can have undergone shrinking and distortion. For example a local distortion around one fiducial will see the626

projective transformation introduce error to the entire photo which you did not have before and have no627

control! Why not just use a similarity transformation (only translates, rotate, scale)?628

A linear transformation (including both projective and similarity transformations) in 2D can be represented629

by a 3×3 matrix mapping one vector space to another:630 a1 a2 b1
a3 a4 b2
c1 c2 1

xy
1

 =

x′y′
1

 (4)

In equation 4,

[
a1 a2
a3 a4

]
achieves the rotation and scaling,

[
b1
b2

]
represents the translation, and

[
c1 c2

]
631

represents the projection. An affine transformation is one in which
[
c1 c2

]
=
[
0 0

]
, and a similarity632

transformation is one in which both
[
c1 c2

]
=
[
0 0

]
and

[
a1 a2
a3 a4

]
=

[
s cos θ −s sin θ
s sin θ s cos θ

]
. Thus, a similarity633

transformation has 4 degrees of freedom, an affine transformation has 6 degrees of freedom, and a projective634

transformation has 8 degrees of freedom (Figure 14).635

The two approaches (using a similarity transformation vs. using a projective transformation) have pluses and636

minuses. For example, a similarity transformation offers the advantage that only two 2D points are required637

to solve for the 4 transformation parameters (Figure 14). Therefore, having 4 fiducial mark locations makes638

solving for the transformation become an overconstrained problem, which helps buffer against the deleterious639

effects of erroneous fiducial mark identifications. On the other hand, a similarity transformation—which640

only translates, rotates, and scales the image—cannot correct the image warping that results from skew or a641

perspective change. For example, consider the cartoon in Figure 14. A similarity transformation would not642

restore the altered geometry in Figure 14c back to a square.643

Similarity transformation  (4 d.o.f.)

Projective transformation  (8 d.o.f.)

A�ne transformation (6 d.o.f.)

Initial geometry:
square

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 14: An illustration of similarity, affine, and projective transformations.

The projective transformation has the advantage that it can restore the geometry in Figure 14c. The644
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downside of the projective transformation, however, is that it has 8 degrees of freedom, requiring 4 fiducial645

marks as constraints (each x, y fiducial location provides 2 constraints). In the end, because we have high646

confidence in our fiducial mark IDs—determined using an automated pipeline (described in the Methods,647

section 1) and then individually checked by eye—we determined that it would be better to use the higher-648

parameter projective transformation rather than the similarity transformation. However, we acknowledge649

that there are pros and cons of the projective transformation, and we discuss these considerations in the650

Methods section (lines 276-284).651

f) Distortion curve and self-calibration. You have no data on this instead you allow the camera to self-652

calibrate which can be problematic but is the only path available so it has to be accepted. A discus-653

sion of this is required so it does not become generally accepted that historical photos can be ingested654

into Agisoft Metashape and out comes a perfect product with no limitations. A successful and robust655

self-calibration of a camera is hugely dependent on the network geometry which is why e.g. drone opera-656

tors recommend that camera are pre-calibrated rather than self-calibrated on “field” photos. See example:657

https://www.photometrix.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Near-Ground-Camera-Calibration-658

Procedure-for-UAV-Imagery.pdf. Because the solution is not necessarily robust if you self-calibrate us-659

ing the survey flight photos a posteriori. However, that is the situation here and the problem of net-660

work geometry of the 1930’s obliques is similar to what is encountered when working with drone photage.661

While the fundamentals of photogrammetry remain, the SfM technology is a tool that makes it much eas-662

ier to get a photogrammetric model up and running, but the requirements for a robust bundle adjust-663

ment with self-calibration of a camera are the same as they have always been. I will use the following664

drone/UAV centered presentation for examples: https://www.isprs.org/tc2-symposium2018/images/665

ISPRS-Invited-Fraser.pdf. Consider e.g. slide 5 or slide 9, how many of these required attributes are666

there in the 1930’s photogrammetric model? Not that many, really. The actual 1930’s flight/photo acquisi-667

tion strategy was based on the fact that the camera parameters are a known quantity. On the other hand,668

you are averaging 10 manually placed GCP’s per photo so object space has reasonable control and this will669

help constraining the model. As mentioned, the sensor model can absorb a lot of error when self-calibrating.670

Specifically, in Agisoft Metashape there are several choices of camera optimizations (self-calibration of camera671

parameters) available when optimizing the camera alignment. So how did you do this? Which parameters672

did you fit and which did you keep fixed? These parameters are available: f, k1, k2, k3, k4, cx, cy, p1,673

p1, b1, b2. The potential for “overfitting” is present and not all can be reconstructed with the available674

material. Did you use the “adaptive camera model fitting” feature (which is very, very flexible)? There is675

no information on this in the manuscript.676

Thank you for the concerns about camera calibration. We don’t have the benefit of being able to design the677

aerial survey (e.g., flight lines, overlap, etc.) or doing a camera calibration, since these are historical data678

and we don’t have the physical camera from 1936. Thus, we do the best we can with what we have.679

We don’t know a priori all the available camera parameters (f, k1, k2, k3, k4, cx, cy, p1, p1, b1, b2).680

However, we do have some information that helps to initialize the model and efficiently arrive at a solution.681

Specifically, we have the approximate locations of each photograph, digitized from hand-drawn maps from the682

1936/1938 expeditions (Figure 15). Additionally, from the expedition report (Luncke, 1936), we know that683

the approximate flying altitude was 3,000 m along the coast and 3,500 m inland. So, we have approximate684

(x, y, z) locations of each photograph to use as initial conditions. We program in a ±1000 m error to685

these location estimates. These location data are provided in a spreadsheet in the Supplementary Material686

(.csv), and can be downloaded here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/ch7id0civhl8egx/photo_position_687

est_UTM33N.csv?dl=0.688

In Agisoft Metashape, we input the following camera information:

Camera type: Frame

Pixel size (mm): 0.014 x 0.014

Focal length (mm): 210.71

689

which yields f = 15050.7143 as the initial condition. Since we have no other information about the camera690

distortion parameters, we use 0 as the initialized value for k1, k2, k3, k4, cx, cy, p1, p1, b1, b2. Next, we691

use the hundreds of images and the hundreds of ground control points (GCPs) to iteratively refine for the692
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camera parameters and camera locations/orientations through the bundle adjustment. We use the same693

camera model for all the images (no adaptive fitting).694

While the above list has many points that need clarification, in summary I think the answers to the question if695

the 1930’s DEM is suitable/operational are: Are the steps taken in the processing of the photos meaningful?696

Do you get a meaningful distortion curve as a result? How does it compare to a generic curve for this lens697

type? Does the DEM stand up to a check using external reference data (requirement less important when698

3D co-registering using the Nuth & Kääb (2011) method for individual basins)? With so many unknowns699

to be accounted for in the adjustment - and not even all listed, model deformation should be expected.700

With the concerns in 1) addressed, I would suggest the solution for 2) is a test of the Svalbard-wide DEM701

against reference data. It could be the 2010 NPI DEM, or against ICESat-2 data. Icepyx has some readily702

adaptable code for testing DEM versus ICESAT-2 in section 3: https://github.com/icesat2py/icepyx/703

blob/main/examples/ICESat-2_DEM_comparison_Colombia_working.ipynb704

We agree that the most important step for determining the suitability of our 1930’s DEM is to compare705

it to more modern reference DEMs in ice-free regions where we anticipate little topographic change over706

the last ∼80 years. This is exactly the route we take (see Main text, Fig. 2b and Methods, section 6).707

Also, we note that we don’t just compute a Svalbard-wide mean absolute error of our 1936 DEM. Rather,708

we account for the fact that the DEM is better constrained in some regions than others, and we compute709

a different uncertainty for each individual glacier. Our reported 1936 DEM uncertainties—tabulated in710

the glacier change statistics spreadsheet in the Supplementary Material—incorporates the uncertainty from711

both (1) the SfM inversion and (2) the interpolation between void areas (achieved using the Gaussian process712

regression). Thus, users of our 1930’s topographic dataset will be able to use the table to understand the713

propagated elevation uncertainty at any region of interest in Svalbard. Since the ∼5.2 m uncertainty of our714

1930’s DEM (Main text, Fig. 2b) is less than the average ∼21 m of elevation change over glaciated regions715

in Svalbard during the 1936-2010 interval (Main text, Fig. 2b), the DEM dataset is suitable for our purposes716

of quantifying the spatial pattern of 20th century glacier change on Svalbard.717
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Reviewer Reports on the First Revision: 

Referee #1 (Remarks to the Author): 

 

Since I reviewed the manuscript originally, I am providing here only brief comments to relay my 

thoughts regarding the authors’ response to reviewers and revised materials. 

 

I read the authors’ response and revised manuscript with keen interest. While the authors and I do 

not see eye to eye on the confidence to which a linear fit can be applied to their data, I find the 

manuscript including the revisions more complete and appropriate for publication and further 

evaluation by the scientific community at large. 

 

Briefly elaborating on our point of likely continued disagreement (perhaps too strong a word)… 

In the response, the authors use Fig. 3 to discuss how well a linear fit holds between mean 

summer temperature and dh/dt. They state that in (e), there are similar results across regions. To 

me, it looks like there are some systematic variations, with regions S, B, and C losing more than 

predicted and regions NW, N, and NE losing less than predicted. I take this as a suggestion of 

something other than a Svalbard-wide linear relationships. With the substantial spread in results in 

(a), it appears difficult to me for the authors to pinpoint a particular nature of the relationship 

(linear or otherwise). Though I agree that when taken on a Svalbard-wide basis, these differences 

would appear to roughly cancel each other out. 

 

In the main text, the authors state “space-for-time framework…enables the identification of 

feedbacks that are occurring in only a small fraction of glaciers” (l. 153). As noted in my comment 

above, there is some regional variability that could point to something beyond the Svalbard-wide 

linear relationship. Nonetheless, I don’t feel strongly enough on this topic that it ought to hold up 

movement of this study from work to publication. 

 

If Nature chooses to publish the manuscript, I advise additional changes: 

 

Extended Data Fig. 1: Thank you for adding this helpful figure. It’s critical context for presenting 

this research. It will be even more useful if the authors rearrange within each panel according to 

the observation type (historical) or RCP scenario (projections). This will provide a better 

comparison across methods/scenarios while maintaining all current information. This makes more 

sense than arranging by SLE value. I also think this figure will spark interesting and fruitful 

discussion across the glaciology community. In the final sentence of the caption, suggest noting a 

~% for a specific scenario since the results for this study still reach an almost 5 mm range. 

 

Extended Data Fig. 4 – In the “Before enhancement” pictures, recommended dashing the red line 

to emphasize the point made with the “?” – that the link could not be made. 

 

Simple note: Since the overall manuscript encompasses the discussion of temperature and positive 

degree days, I don’t see a need to replace main figures 3-4 with PDD equivalents – a question that 

the authors pose. 

 

Line #11. Suggest “temporal climate shifts” – my original point was that temperature/climate is 

the thing shifting, not time. 

 

 

 

Referee #3 (Remarks to the Author): 

 

A thank you to the authors for the opportunity to comment on the rebuttal to reviewers. 

 

There is now enough documentation for a review of the pipeline and products and I can say I 



 

 

 

agree with almost all of the justifications. I will add that I asked for more information not only for 

the benefit of the reader and community but for me to assess data and methods. 

 

The authors are fortunate that the 1930s photos already at the time of recording was of excellent 

technical quality and have been preserved well in Norwegian archives. 

 

The level of documentation for the 1930s DEM is very good and the community will have no issues 

understanding the DEM and how it was made. It convincingly shows the data are suitable for the 

analysis performed in the present study. 

 

I do have some comments where I disagree with some of the choices the authors made in their 

photogrammetric pipeline. 

 

Disagreements a) and b) that does not alter conclusions, but that the reviewer wants to make the 

authors aware of: 

 

a) lines 622-623 On the topic of "standardized internal geometry" you write that "In our final 

(transformed) images, the pixel dimensions are 12,467 12,467, and the fiducial marks at the 

following locations: left (1, 6234), right (12467, 6234), top (6234, 1), bottom (12467, 6234)." 

 

This is based on the assumption that the pricipal point of symmetry (PPS) is located at the fiducial 

centre (FC) and that fiducials are symmetrically placed relative to the FC. An inspection of the 

quicklooks made available confirms that the latter assumption is correct, while the former is not 

perfectly located at the FC. However, this is not a concern, as the authors have explained in the 

rebuttal that the fiducials are part of the housing and thus it is reasonable to self-calibrate the 

location of the PPS instead. 

 

In lines 619-620 you write that "Since we freely solve for the camera parameters in Agisoft 

Metashape, our only priority during this pre-processing step was to transform the images such that 

all the images have the fiducial marks at the same pixel locations". Your priority here should also 

be to get the interior dimensions right and in your case width-height ratio between fiducials is 1:1, 

but this is not something to take for granted. 

 

 

b) Your use of a projective transformation to fit each photo to reference fiducials is novel. There 

industry procedure would be that if you have four fiducials you use similarity and if you for 

example have eight you can use an affine tranformation. Because those tranformations can correct 

for skew and stretch of the film while taking into consideration that these are noisy data! There is 

no over-constraining when the transformation parameters are determined using a least squares 

regression. You could (should) have used the formally more correct similarity transformation here, 

which would have constituted the same effort. In practical terms in this specific case it has no 

influence on the result. 

 

 

Disagreement c) which does not alter conclusions but where uncertainty is slightly underestimated 

due to the choice of self-calibrated parameters. 

 

c) I am returning to your choice of "freely solving" (line 619). I understand you are solving for all 

parameters f, k1, k2, k3, k4, cx, cy, p1, p1, b1, b2. f - the focal length makes sense to adjust and 

it is justified for cx, cy, since the fiducials are located in the housing. Solving for the lens 

distortion, k1, k2, k3, k4 is aggressive but not completely unreasonable and it is unavoidable since 

since lens distortion is the largest error source. It is nonsense to solve p1, p2, b1, b2 here as they 

cannot be resolved without a using a calibration field or a letting a drone/plane fly a calibration 

pattern as part of the flight or should have been as part of the interior orientation. 

 



 

 

 

In my experience with these type of projects and historical photos I get uncertainties that are c. 

20% higher when using only f, k1, k2, k3, k4, cx, cy as adjustable parameters. 

 

Does it then matter if the reported uncertainty is 5 m or 6 m? Will a revision change the 

conclusions of the manuscript? No, it will not and it is not realistic to readjust and recalculate the 

photogrammetric model to fix an error that I would assume has less impact than the random error 

from the DEM or the error from the interpolation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Referee 160

Since I reviewed the manuscript originally, I am providing here only brief comments to relay my thoughts61

regarding the authors’ response to reviewers and revised materials.62

I read the authors’ response and revised manuscript with keen interest. While the authors and I do not63

see eye to eye on the confidence to which a linear fit can be applied to their data, I find the manuscript64

including the revisions more complete and appropriate for publication and further evaluation by the scientific65

community at large. Briefly elaborating on our point of likely continued disagreement (perhaps too strong a66

word). . . In the response, the authors use Fig. 3 to discuss how well a linear fit holds between mean summer67

temperature and dh/dt. They state that in (e), there are similar results across regions. To me, it looks like68

there are some systematic variations, with regions S, B, and C losing more than predicted and regions NW,69

N, and NE losing less than predicted. I take this as a suggestion of something other than a Svalbard-wide70

linear relationships. With the substantial spread in results in (a), it appears di�cult to me for the authors71

to pinpoint a particular nature of the relationship (linear or otherwise). Though I agree that when taken on72

a Svalbard-wide basis, these di↵erences would appear to roughly cancel each other out. In the main text, the73

authors state “space-for-time framework. . . enables the identification of feedbacks that are occurring in only74

a small fraction of glaciers” (l. 153). As noted in my comment above, there is some regional variability that75

could point to something beyond the Svalbard-wide linear relationship. Nonetheless, I don’t feel strongly76

enough on this topic that it ought to hold up movement of this study from work to publication.77

Thanks for the feedback. We have appreciated your focus on non-linearities and tipping points in the78

response of glaciers to changes in climate. We agree that there is some important regional structure in79

Extended Data Fig. 8i. We suspect that some of that structure (i.e., the fact that glaciers in one region tend80

to fall above the Svalbard-wide temperature vs. �h/�t line while glaciers from another region tend to fall81

below the line) might be explained by regional di↵erences in the geometric characteristics of glaciers. For82

example, in Extended Data Fig. 7, we show how glaciers with shallower slopes appear to be more sensitive83

to temperature rise than those with steep slopes, just as predicted from simple theoretical glacier models84

(Oerlemans, 2008). As you pointed out, the glaciers in north-central Spitsbergen, which tend to be smaller85

and steeper alpine glaciers, tend to have less negative �h/�t than expected given regional temperatures.86

Meanwhile, in southern Spitsbergen, where most of the mass loss is from low-angle marine-terminating valley87

glaciers (Fig. 2), the �h/�t is more negative than expected based on the Svalbard-wide regression. Thus,88

the structure of the residual in Extended Data Fig. 8i appears to be consistent with a geometric control on89

glacier mass balance. We think that a further improvement of this kind of space-for-time substitution method90

would be to model directly how a glacier’s slope and hypsometry modulate its sensitivity to temperature91

rise. That kind of geometric accounting might collapse some of the spread you noted in the Svalbard-wide92

crossplot of temperature vs. �h/�t (Fig. 3f) and improve our chances of identifying non-linearities in the93

observational dataset.94

If Nature chooses to publish the manuscript, I advise additional changes:95

Extended Data Fig. 1: Thank you for adding this helpful figure. It’s critical context for presenting this re-96

search. It will be even more useful if the authors rearrange within each panel according to the observation type97

(historical) or RCP scenario (projections). This will provide a better comparison across methods/scenarios98

while maintaining all current information. This makes more sense than arranging by SLE value. I also99

think this figure will spark interesting and fruitful discussion across the glaciology community. In the final100

sentence of the caption, suggest noting a ⇠% for a specific scenario since the results for this study still reach101

an almost 5 mm range.102

We know that Extended Data Fig. 1 has an amalgamation of many di↵erent kinds of data (di↵erent historical103

time intervals, di↵erent observational methods, di↵erent RCP climate change scenarios, etc.). We made a104

second version of the figure that breaks the data up into di↵erent categories, as you suggest. This figure105

(reproduced as Figure 1 below) now is Figure S1 of the Supplementary Information.106

Extended Data Fig. 4—In the “Before enhancement” pictures, recommended dashing the red line to em-107

phasize the point made with the “?”—that the link could not be made.108

Good idea. We dashed the line.109

Simple note: Since the overall manuscript encompasses the discussion of temperature and positive degree110

days, I don’t see a need to replace main figures 3-4 with PDD equivalents—a question that the authors pose.111
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Emily Geyman
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Figure 1: An alternative version of Extended Data Fig. 1, which breaks down the historical and future glacier change

data into di↵erent categories based on the methodology (for historical observations) or the climate change scenario (for future

predictions). The x-axis (“SLE = sea level equivalent”) shows the contribution to global sea level rise over a 100-year period.

Thanks for the feedback. We’ll keep the PDD figures in the Extended Data, and not replace Figs. 3-4 of the112

main text.113

Line #11. Suggest “temporal climate shifts”—my original point was that temperature/climate is the thing114

shifting, not time.115

Thanks–we use “temporal climate shifts” in the abstract now.116

Referee 3117

A thank you to the authors for the opportunity to comment on the rebuttal to reviewers.118

There is now enough documentation for a review of the pipeline and products and I can say I agree with119

almost all of the justifications. I will add that I asked for more information not only for the benefit of the120

reader and community but for me to assess data and methods.121

The authors are fortunate that the 1930s photos already at the time of recording was of excellent technical122

quality and have been preserved well in Norwegian archives.123

The level of documentation for the 1930s DEM is very good and the community will have no issues un-124

derstanding the DEM and how it was made. It convincingly shows the data are suitable for the analysis125

performed in the present study.126

I do have some comments where I disagree with some of the choices the authors made in their photogram-127

metric pipeline. Disagreements a) and b) that does not alter conclusions, but that the reviewer wants to128

make the authors aware of:129

a) lines 622-623 On the topic of “standardized internal geometry” you write that “In our final (transformed)130

images, the pixel dimensions are 12,467 12,467, and the fiducial marks at the following locations: left (1,131

6234), right (12467, 6234), top (6234, 1), bottom (12467, 6234).” This is based on the assumption that the132

pricipal point of symmetry (PPS) is located at the fiducial centre (FC) and that fiducials are symmetrically133

placed relative to the FC. An inspection of the quicklooks made available confirms that the latter assumption134

is correct, while the former is not perfectly located at the FC. However, this is not a concern, as the authors135

have explained in the rebuttal that the fiducials are part of the housing and thus it is reasonable to self-136

calibrate the location of the PPS instead. In lines 619-620 you write that “Since we freely solve for the137
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camera parameters in Agisoft Metashape, our only priority during this pre-processing step was to transform138

the images such that all the images have the fiducial marks at the same pixel locations”. Your priority here139

should also be to get the interior dimensions right and in your case width-height ratio between fiducials is140

1:1, but this is not something to take for granted.141

Thank you for the clarification. Yes, we made sure not to distort the interior dimensions of the photograph142

and kept the 1:1 width-height ratio between fiducials.143

b) Your use of a projective transformation to fit each photo to reference fiducials is novel. There industry144

procedure would be that if you have four fiducials you use similarity and if you for example have eight you can145

use an a�ne tranformation. Because those tranformations can correct for skew and stretch of the film while146

taking into consideration that these are noisy data! There is no over-constraining when the transformation147

parameters are determined using a least squares regression. You could (should) have used the formally more148

correct similarity transformation here, which would have constituted the same e↵ort. In practical terms in149

this specific case it has no influence on the result.150

Thanks—we meant “over-constrained” only in the classical sense of having more data points than the number151

of degrees of freedom that we needed to solve for and therefore being able to use a least squares approach152

to find parameters that minimize residuals.153

Disagreement c) which does not alter conclusions but where uncertainty is slightly underestimated due to154

the choice of self-calibrated parameters.155

c) I am returning to your choice of “freely solving” (line 619). I understand you are solving for all parameters156

f, k1, k2, k3, k4, cx, cy, p1, p1, b1, b2. f - the focal length makes sense to adjust and it is justified for cx,157

cy, since the fiducials are located in the housing. Solving for the lens distortion, k1, k2, k3, k4 is aggressive158

but not completely unreasonable and it is unavoidable since since lens distortion is the largest error source.159

It is nonsense to solve p1, p2, b1, b2 here as they cannot be resolved without a using a calibration field or a160

letting a drone/plane fly a calibration pattern as part of the flight or should have been as part of the interior161

orientation. In my experience with these type of projects and historical photos I get uncertainties that are162

c. 20% higher when using only f, k1, k2, k3, k4, cx, cy as adjustable parameters. Does it then matter if the163

reported uncertainty is 5 m or 6 m? Will a revision change the conclusions of the manuscript? No, it will164

not and it is not realistic to readjust and recalculate the photogrammetric model to fix an error that I would165

assume has less impact than the random error from the DEM or the error from the interpolation.166

Thanks for the feedback about the p1, p2, b1, and b2 parameters. We understand that letting a model use167

more parameters (in this case, p1, p2, b1, and b2) will inevitably reduce the misfit between the model and168

the data used to constrain it. In our case, in Agisoft Metashape, the reported uncertainty will decrease. But169

we note that, importantly, we do not evaluate uncertainty based on these statistics reported in Metashape,170

which are based on the data used to train the model (and therefore are susceptible to overfitting). We171

evaluate the error of our 1936 DEM by comparing reconstructed elevations over all of the ice-free land area172

for which we have accurate modern elevation data (see Methods, sections 6-7). These are not the tie points173

and control points used to build the models in Metashape. If our model were severely overfitting the camera174

parameters to the point of producing inaccurate 3D reconstructions, we would see worse and worse misfits175

when we compare our 1936 DEM to modern elevation data over stable land surfaces (with the nuance that176

we account for glacial isostatic adjustment–see Methods, section 14).177
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